


 
 

 

   
 

 

 
   

 
   

  
   

  
  

   
 

 

 
  

 
 

  

  
 

  

                                                       
  

Publication Information 
This document is available on the Department of Ecology’s website at: 
https://apps.ecology.wa.gov/publications/summarypages/2205005.html 

Ecology publishes this document to meet the requirements of Washington Administrative Code 
173-303-840 (9). 

Cover photo credit 
• Photo by Washington State Dept. of Ecology, July 26, 2020 

Contact Information 
Joseph Lippold, Senior Wastewater Permit Specialist 
Nuclear Waste Program 
3100 Port of Benton Blvd 
Richland, WA 99354 
Phone: 509-372-7950 
Email: Hanford@ecy.wa.gov 

Website1: Washington State Department of Ecology 

ADA Accessibility 
The Department of Ecology is committed to providing people with disabilities access to 
information and services by meeting or exceeding the requirements of the Americans with 
Disabilities Act (ADA), Section 504 and 508 of the Rehabilitation Act, and Washington State 
Policy #188. 

To request an ADA accommodation, contact Ecology by phone at 509-372-7950 or email at 
Daina.McFadden@ecy.wa.gov. For Washington Relay Service or TTY call 711 or 877-833-6341. 
Visit Ecology's website for more information. 

1 www.ecology.wa.gov/contact 

https://apps.ecology.wa.gov/publications/summarypages/2205005.html
http://apps.leg.wa.gov/wac/default.aspx?cite=173-303-840
http://apps.leg.wa.gov/wac/default.aspx?cite=173-303-840
mailto:Hanford@ecy.wa.gov
https://ecology.wa.gov/contact
https://ecology.wa.gov/About-us/Accountability-transparency/Our-website/Accessibility
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Introduction 
The Washington State Department of Ecology’s Nuclear Waste Program (Ecology) manages 
dangerous waste within the state by writing permits to regulate its treatment, storage, and 
disposal. When a new permit or a significant modification to an existing permit is proposed, 
Ecology holds a public comment period to allow the public to review the change and provide 
formal feedback. (See Washington Administrative Code [WAC] 173-303-830 for types of permit 
changes.) 

The Response to Comments is the last step before issuing the final permit, and its purpose is to: 

• Specify which provisions, if any, of a permit will become effective upon issuance of the 
final permit, providing reasons for those changes. 

• Describe and document public involvement actions. 
• List and respond to all significant comments received during the public comment period 

and any related public hearings. 

This Response to Comments is prepared for: 

Comment period Puget Sound Naval Shipyard and 
Intermediate Maintenance Facility Draft 
Permit Renewal, Aug. 16 – Sept. 30, 2021 

Permit Puget Sound Naval Shipyard and 
Intermediate Maintenance Facility Permit 
(Permit) 

Permittees U. S. Department of Navy 

Puget Sound Naval Shipyard and 
Intermediate Maintenance Facility 

Original Issuance date March 18, 2022 

Effective date April 18, 2022 

To see more information related to the nuclear waste in Washington, please visit our webpage, 
Nuclear Waste Oversite2. 

2ecology.wa.gov/Waste-Toxics/Nuclear-waste 

Publication 22-05-005 PSNS and IMF draft permit renewal 
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Reasons for Issuing the Permit 
This permit allows the Puget Sound Naval Shipyard and Intermediate Maintenance Facility 
(PSNS & IMF) to store containers of mixed waste generated from work on nuclear-powered 
naval vessels and radiological work performed inside the PSNS & IMF boundary. The permit also 
allows PSNS & IMF to store containers of waste generated by PSNS & IMF personnel at offsite 
facilities owned by the U.S. Department of Navy, at the Mixed Waste Storage Facility (MWSF). 

The MWSF has been in operation since 1996 and stores containers of radiologically 
contaminated dangerous waste (mixed waste). It is designed for storage of mixed wastes for 
greater than 90 days. 

The MWSF does not conduct treatment or disposal of any mixed waste.  Wastes stored at the 
MWSF are awaiting shipment for treatment and/or final disposition. 

The MWSF is a 54-by-42-foot concrete building with two rooms, a small mechanical room and 
the main storage bay. The building has two personnel access doors and a large roll-up door.  
Any of the doors can be used for placement or removal of mixed waste containers. The roof 
and walls are maintained to prevent water intrusion into the building. The concrete floor of the 
main storage bay provides secondary containment for containers. 

This Permit ensures that PSNS & IMF operate the MWSF according to Washington State 
Dangerous Waste Requirements. The permit defines the extent of operations at the facility and 
includes requirements for waste analysis, container management, management of releases 
from solid waste management units, security, emergency preparedness, inspection, closure, 
compliance with other federal and state laws and corrective action. 

Public Involvement Actions 
Ecology encouraged public comment on the Puget Sound Naval Shipyard and Intermediate 
Maintenance Facility Draft Permit Renewal during 45- day public comment period held Aug. 16 
through Sept. 30, 2021. 

The following actions were taken to notify the public: 

• Mailed a public notice announcing the comment period to 222 members of the public. 
• Placed a public announcement legal classified notice in the Tri-City Herald on Aug. 15, 

2021. 
• Placed a public announcement legal classified notice in the Kitsap Sun on Aug. 15, 2021. 
• Emailed a notice announcing the start of the comment period to The ECY Commercial 

Mixed Rad Waste email list, which has 223 recipients. 
• Posted the comment period notice on the Washington Department of Ecology – 

Hanford’s Facebook and Twitter pages. 

Publication 22-05-005 PSNS and IMF draft permit renewal 
Page 7 March 2022 





 

 

 
   

       
 

   
   

 

Attachment 1: Comments and Responses 
Description of comments: 

Ecology accepted comments from Aug. 16 through Sept. 30, 2021. This section provides a 
summary of comments that we received during the public comment period and our responses, 
as required by RCW 34.05.325(6)(a)(iii). Comments are grouped by individual and each 
comment is addressed separately. 



  
 

 
 

 
 

  

 
 

  
   
 
  

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

   
 

  
 

   
 

   
  

 
 

  
  

 
  

I-1: BRIAN HAWKINS 
Comment I-1-1 
I'm writing as a concerned citizen and tax payer. I do not believe this permit should be renewed 
or even exist to begin with. 

Controlling waste that is already radioactive to additional RCRA and state hazard criteria does 
nothing to protect public health or the environment. Radioactive waste never enters the public 
sphere and is disposed of in robust containers at authorized radioactive waste disposal sites. 
Additional RCRA/state hazard controls introduce burdensome and conflicting regulations, 
wastes my tax dollars, and slows maintenance activities on the nuclear naval fleet keeping this 
country safe. 

This is clearly recognized by the Conditional Exemption for Low Level Mixed Waste in 40 CFR 
Subpart N which I am sure the shipyard could easily comply with. This does not appear to apply 
to the shipyard due to a quirk in the regulatory structure for the radioactive material requiring 
the exemption be modified at the federal level. I'm guessing that's why a place like the 
Columbia Generating Station, which would create near identical waste, does not have a permit 
like this. For waste solely hazardous in Washington, WAC 173-303-072 allows waste to be 
exempted if it does not pose a threat to public health or the environment. 

In light of the Conditional Exemption for Low Level Mixed Waste, the Navy's mixed waste 
meeting Washington hazardous criteria should not be regulated by WDOE. Additionally, the 
WDOE should work with the EPA to revisit the original rule making that resulted in 40 CFR 
Subpart N to extend it to include at least Naval operations if not the rest of the Department of 
Energy regulated entities. 

Response to I-1-1 
Thank you for your comment. This exemption does not apply to the Puget Sound Naval Shipyard 
& Intermediate Maintenance Facility (PSNS & IMF) low-level mixed waste (LLMW) for the 
following reasons: 

1. Where the conditional exemption applies there is regulatory oversight by the United States 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC). NRC oversight would ensure that mixed wastes are 
safely stored and treated. The Navy doesn't obtain NRC licenses, so applying the conditional 
exemption at PSNS & IMF would make the Navy the sole regulator for the Mixed Waste Storage 
Facility (MWSF). 

2. The PSNS & IMF has not requested and the Washington State Department of Ecology 
(Ecology) would not authorize self-regulation of it's greater than 90 day storage of LLMW. The 
Mixed Waste (MW) Permit put in place with Ecology (as an authorized state) ensures the MW 
are safely treated, stored, and disposed. 

The comment stating that the Conditional Exemption is why the Columbia Generating Station 
(CGS) doesn't have a MW permit is incorrect. CGS did have a MW permit and terminated their 
permit by closing their MW storage area. Any waste they generate is now covered under the 
Washington Administrative Code (WAC) 173-303 generator regulations, which do not require a 
permit. 



  
  

 

  

   
  

  
   

  
   
     

 

    
  

   
  

  

  
  

 
   
  

  
 

 
  

 

 
  

 

  

 

   

  
  

I-2: JOSEPH KOHLER 
Comment I-2-1 
1) General Permit Conditions: 

Condition 1.3.8.2 states, "In accordance with WAC 173-303-810(14)(g), the Permittees must 
report instances of noncompliance not reported under WAC 173-303-810(14)(d), (e), and (f) (as 
specified in Permit Conditions 1.4 at the time of the next monitoring report or within six months 
of the date of noncompliance, whichever is sooner." 

• WAC 173-303-810(14)(d) captures monitoring reports 
• WAC 173-303-810(14)(e) captures compliance schedules. 
• WAC 173-303-810(14)(f) captures immediate reporting. 
Question/Comment: 

a) What is the scope of "other noncompliance" under this condition? Please specify. Are 
there examples or interpretive guidance regarding noncompliance matters that are to be 
reported under this condition? "Other noncompliance" could be just about anything unless 
specifics are published somewhere. 
b) For corrective actions administered under the MTCA CAP or CERCLA RODs, are 
compliance matters to be reported under the associated agreement or this permit?¬†Which 
document prevails? How are RCRA/Dangerous Waste requirements coordinated with MTCA 
and CERCLA? 
c) Does Ecology have a policy similar to EPA's audit policy? 
https://www.epa.gov/compliance/epas-audit-policy . If so, could or should reporting under 
this condition be accomplished in a similar manner? Also see the following link: 
https://www.fedcenter.gov/epacorner/news/auditpolicy/ 
d) Is it required to report noncompliance related to weekly inspections (draft permit section 
F.2), where routine problems are recorded and remedied in accordance with the remedial 
action plan? 

Response to I-2-1 
1a) "Other non-compliance" is any non-compliance associated with any other permit condition 
or requirement in the permit addenda that is not already reported under WAC 173-303-
810(14)(d-f). 

1b) Compliance matters for corrective actions administered under the MTCA CAP and CERCLA 
RODS in this permit will be reported under both the associated agreements and this permit. The 
requirements of the RODs/CAP and the permit must be satisfied. Ecology evaluates 
completeness of corrective action of SWMUs at the end life of the RODs/CAPs. 

1c) Ecology does not have an audit policy equivalent to EPA's audit policy. 

1d) Yes, PSNS & IMF are required to report non-compliances discovered during weekly 
inspections. 

https://www.epa.gov/compliance/epas-audit-policy
https://www.fedcenter.gov/epacorner/news/auditpolicy/


 
 

  

   
 

   

      
   

 

 
 

    
  

 
       

  
   

     

  

  

 

 
   

 
      

 
      

  
  

     

    
   

 

Comment I-2-2 
2) List of Abbreviations: 

Question/Comment: 

a) MSDS - Material Safety Data Sheet is identified. OSHA's Hazcom regulations changed in 
2012 to amend the data requirements and rename this document as the Safety Data Sheet. 
Recommendation: Add "SDS" for Safety Data Sheet. 

b) STP - Site Treatment Plan. Does a FFCA Site Treatment Plan still apply to mixed wastes at 
PSNS? If not, recommend deleting "STP". 

Response to I-2-2 
2a) All references to MSDS will be changed to SDS and the abbreviation for MSDS will be 
changed to SDS. 

2b) Ecology approved of the termination of the PSNS & IMF Site Treatment Plan in 2008. Ecology 
will remove the Site Treatment Plan from the abbreviation table. 

Comment I-2-3 
3) Condition 1.4 - Monitoring and Records 

Based on my review, there appears to be no ground water or surface water monitoring directly 
associated with the MWSF. The monitoring requirements would appear to be as directed by the 
previously issued MTCA CAP and CERCLA RODs. 

Question/Comment: 

Is this condition redundant considering the provisions listed in Condition 2.13.3? 

Response to I-2-3 
3) Standard Permit Condition 1.4 is a general requirement that is included in all Washington 
State Dangerous Waste Permits. Permit Condition 2.13 is specific to existing CERCLA RODs and 
the MTCA CAP. Permit Condition 2.13 does not make Permit Condition 1.4 redundant. 

Comment I-2-4 
4) Part A and Section C 

The Part A and Section C (Waste Analysis Plan) lists a limited number of characteristic waste 
codes: D001, D002 and D004-D011. Organic characteristic codes are not included. 

The PSNS & IMF Site Identification at available at 
https://apps.ecology.wa.gov/hwsearch/SiteIdentificationView.aspx , shows the facility manages 
a wide variety of characteristic wastes. 

The Site Identification Form indicates the following “D” codes (above D011): 
D014,D018,D019,D021,D022,D023,D026,D027,D028,D029,D032,D035,D039,D040, D043. 

https://apps.ecology.wa.gov/hwsearch/SiteIdentificationView.aspx


         
    

       
          

  
    

  
 

  
    

  

  
  

 
    

  
 

 

 

   

 
        

 
    

   

   
  

  
     

   
  

  
  

  
  

 

40 CFR 268.50(b) indicates in part, “An owner/operator of a treatment , storage or disposal 
facility may store such wastes for up to one year unless the Agency can demonstrate that 
such storage was not solely for the purpose of accumulation of such quantities of hazardous 
waste as are necessary to facilitate proper recovery, treatment , or disposal .” This provision 
also minimizes the shipments of hazardous waste on public highways. Shipments of hazardous 
waste on public highways should be kept to a minimum. 

If PSNS were to encounter a waste with a dangerous waste code other than those listed in the 
Part A or Section C, it could not be stored in the MWSF necessitating a shipment to an off-site 
TSDF within 90 days of the Accumulation Start Date. The questions below are based on this 
consideration. 

Question/Comment: 

a) Should other characteristic codes, listed in the Site Identification Form, be included in the 
Part A and Section C? (The management provisions in Section D would appear to 
accommodate these types of wastes so, including other potential characteristic codes 
seems reasonable). 

b) Should the permit have all the same codes as listed in the Site Identification Form (listed 
and characteristic)? 

Response to I-2-4 
4a) Characteristic waste codes listed in the Site Identification Form include wastes generated 
across the entire PSNS & IMF site and are managed according to generator requirements. 

4b) The permit will not have all the same codes as listed in the Site Identification Form. 

Comment I-2-5 
5) C - Surrogate Analysis: 

Section C discusses the use of non-radioactive sample materials that are identical to the waste 
to be generated. 

Question/Comment: 

a) Radioactive Samples: Does the current permit language allow the facility to analyze 
radioactive samples when a non-radioactive surrogate cannot be obtained? What if an 
unknown radioactive waste was encountered and no identifiable surrogate material was 
available for analysis? 

b) Sample Size: The Joint NRC/EPA guidance on testing of mixed waste authorizes use of a 
TCLP sample size smaller than specified in SW-846 Method 1311. If only a radioactive 
sample is available for analysis, can PSNS utilize a smaller sample size provided the 
conditions of the Joint NRC/EPA guidance can be satisfied? Would this allowance need to be 
specified in Section C of the permit or may this allowance be used by virtue that this 
guidance has been published in the federal register? 



 

 
  

   
  

 
  

 
      

 
 

 
 

   

    
  

 

  
  

 
    

   
   

  
 

  

 
 

 

   

 
    

 

   
  

 

Response to I-2-5 
5a) The current permit language does not allow the facility to analyze radioactive samples when 
a non-radioactive surrogate cannot be obtained. The MWSF does not accept unknown waste. If 
PSNS & IMF encountered an unknown radioactive waste, they would manage it as a newly 
generated waste and characterize it according to generator requirements. 

5b) Please see above response. This allowance is not applicable to activities authorized under 
this permit. 

Comment I-2-6 
6) D-Process Information : 

On page D.8, it states in part, “PSNS & IMF can store small quantities of wastes that contain 
chemicals listed in Table D-2 in the MWSF if the wastes have compatible separate secondary 
containment, ensuring that the coating and future coating will not contact incompatible waste 
in the facility” 

Question/Comment: 

Is there a specific limitation of “small quantities” (e.g. <30-gallons) or may the facility make 
that determination based on generation rates? 

Response to I-2-6 
6) Ecology will revise the permit to specify that Addendum D, Process Information, Table D-2, 
"Small quantities" will be less than 30 gallons. 

Comment I-2-7 
7) F-Procedures to Prevent Hazards 

This section discusses the "Decontamination Shower". Inspection of the "Decontamination 
Shower" is also an attribute in the inspection record form. Review of the as-built drawings 
indicates plumbing for an "Emergency Eyewash and Shower Station" (see NAVFAC drawing 
8028202). 

Question/Comment: 

Should the "Decontamination Shower" be more accurately described as the "Emergency 
Eyewash and Shower Station"? 

Response to I-2-7 
7) Ecology will revise "Decontamination Shower" to "Emergency Eyewash and Shower Station". 

Comment I-2-8 
8) J-Other Laws 

Question/Comment: 

Should environmentally related Executive Orders be included? For example, EOs 13148, 13423 
and 13514. If applicable, would these need to specifically encompass mixed waste issues? 
References: 



 

  

 

 

 
 

 

   

 
         

    

    

 
     

 

  
  

 
          

  

 

  

  

As references, I found DoD Instruction 4715.7, Environmental Management Systems. 
https://www.esd.whs.mil/Portals/54/Documents/DD/issuances/dodi/471517p.pdf?ver=2017-
11-16-120744-843 

Also, the DoD Compliance Management Plan. 
https://www.denix.osd.mil/ems/guidance/general-information/dod-compliance-management-
plan-in-response-to-the-environmental-compliance-management-improvement-initiative-of-
the-president-s-management-council/DoD-CMP-November-2009.pdf 

Additional information is available at this site: 
https://www.fedcenter.gov/programs/compliance/ 

Response to I-2-8 
8) Executive Orders are not included in Dangerous Waste Permits. 

Comment I-2-9 
9) SEPA: 

I could not locate a copy of the DNS on the public comment website. 

Question/Comment: 

Is posting of the DNS required during the public comment period along with the other 
permit documents? If so, is collection of public comments on this document required? 

Response to I-2-9 
9) The public comment period for the DNS corresponded with the public comment period for this 
permit. The DNS is hosted on the SEPA register website. 

Comment I-2-10 
10) Facility Mailing List: 

I wish to be added to the facility mailing list for this project. 

Response to I-2-10 
10) Ecology has added you to the facility mailing list. 

https://www.denix.osd.mil/ems/guidance/general-information/dod-compliance-management-plan-in-response-to-the-environmental-compliance-management-improvement-initiative-of-the-president-s-management-council/DoD-CMP-November-2009.pdf
https://www.denix.osd.mil/ems/guidance/general-information/dod-compliance-management-plan-in-response-to-the-environmental-compliance-management-improvement-initiative-of-the-president-s-management-council/DoD-CMP-November-2009.pdf
https://www.denix.osd.mil/ems/guidance/general-information/dod-compliance-management-plan-in-response-to-the-environmental-compliance-management-improvement-initiative-of-the-president-s-management-council/DoD-CMP-November-2009.pdf
https://www.fedcenter.gov/programs/compliance/
https://www.esd.whs.mil/Portals/54/Documents/DD/issuances/dodi/471517p.pdf?ver=2017


 

 

   
 

  
     
     
    

  

Appendix A. Copies of All Public Notices 
Public notices for this comment period: 

• Focus sheet 
• Classified notices in the Tri-City Herald and Kitsap Sun 
• Notices sent to the ECY Commercial Mixed Rad Waste email list 
• Notices posted on the Washington Department of Ecology – Hanford’s Facebook and 

Twitter pages 





 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Overview of waste analysis 
Wastes acceptable for storage at the MWSF 
include those exhibiting ignitability, corrosivity, and 
toxicity characteristics.  This includes small 
amounts of flammable liquids, heavy metals, spent 
solvents, state listed hazardous wastes, and state 
listed PCB wastes. 

PSNS & IMF is required to ensure that all wastes 
are compatible with the containers and 
containment systems they are stored in.  All wastes 
stored in the same containment system inside the 
MWSF must be compatible with each other. 

Overview of container management 
PSNS & IMF personnel are required to maintain the 
following safe container management practices at 
the MWSF: 

• Containers are in good condition and are kept 
closed when not in use. 

• All containers are stored in a sealed, 
compatible secondary containment system to 
contain any spills that may occur. 

• All containers are clearly marked to show the 
identification and hazards of the waste and 
date of storage of the container. 

• PSNS & IMF personnel perform weekly 
inspections to ensure proper storage of 
containers in the MWSF. 

• PSNS & IMF personnel involved with managing 
MWSF mixed waste are trained to perform 
their jobs. 

Figure 2 Example of typical contents of a container placed in 
the MWSF 

Overview of security and emergency 
preparedness 
The PSNS & IMF site is surrounded by layers of 
fencing and points of access control.  Access gates 
are manned, and the entire site is under 24-hour 
surveillance.  The MWSF itself is a windowless 
building with locked doors.  Hazard signs are placed 
at all entrances.  PSNS & IMF has a contingency 
plan in place to respond to leaks, spills, fires, or any 
identified hazard affecting the MWSF.  The MWSF 
is equipped with alarms and emergency equipment 
to alert personnel of danger and allow response to 
any hazards. 

Overview of closure 
PSNS & IMF has a closure plan in place to close the 
MWSF. The closure plan includes a schedule for 
closure and an estimated date of closure set for 
2055. The date of closure is based on the expected 
length of time it will be needed for storage of PSNS 
& IMF generated mixed waste. 

Closure procedures include removal of all mixed 
waste containers; decontamination of surfaces and 
equipment; sampling, if necessary, in areas where 
spills have occurred; and a final IQRPE inspection 
and report. Ecology uses this report as part of our 
review to determine if clean closure has been met. 

Overview of changes from 2006 
permit 
The permittees plan changes to MWSF related to 
storage capacities, acceptable waste codes, 
emergency equipment, and planned closure 
activities.  These changes will be included in the 
permit renewal: 

• The maximum storage capacity configurations 
for the MWSF have been reduced to allow 
aisle spacing requirements to be met for all 
containers in storage. 

• PSNS & IMF will store containers with 
ignitable waste in a separate storage cabinet 
designed for that type of waste.  This ensures 
separation and segregation requirements can 
be met for incompatible wastes. 

• The fire alarm control system has been 
upgraded and moved inside the MWSF. 

Publication 21-05-019 August 2021 Nuclear Waste Program 
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Place your classified ad today.
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Check out the classified
section everyday.

Sell your car
adopt a pet

Get a job
FINd a HouSe
buy a boat

FINd a treaSure
Get a MaSSaGe

HIre a HaNdyMaN



 

 
 

 

       

       

 

       

       

       

       

 

 

From: Info on Ecology"s decisions for US Ecology, PermaFix, Areva & Bremerton Naval Sh on behalf of McFadden, 
Daina (ECY) 

To: ECY-COMMERCIAL-MIXED-RAD-WASTE@LISTSERV.ECOLOGY.WA.GOV 
Subject: Upcoming comment period for PSNS 
Date: Friday, July 16, 2021 8:43:46 AM 

30-day advance notice for the Puget Sound Naval Shipyard and 
Intermediate Maintenance Facility permit renewal public comment 
period 
The Washington State Department of Ecology is providing notification of a 45-day public
comment period starting mid-August 2021.  This comment period will address draft
Puget Sound Naval Shipyard and Intermediate Maintenance Facility’s (PSNS & IMF’s)
Mixed Waste Storage Facility (MWSF) Dangerous Waste permit renewal.  The Permittees 
are the United States Department of the Navy (Owner), and PSNS & IMF (Operator).  The 
PSNS & IMF is located in Bremerton, Washington. 

What changes are being proposed? 

The permittees plan changes to the MWSF related to storage capacities, acceptable waste 
codes, emergency equipment, and planned closure activities.  These changes will be 
included in the permit renewal: 

· The maximum storage capacity configurations for the MWSF have been reduced to
allow aisle spacing requirements to be met for all containers in storage. 

· PSNS & IMF will store containers with ignitable waste in a separate storage cabinet
designed for that type of waste.  This ensures separation and segregation
requirements can be met for incompatible wastes. 

· The fire alarm control system has been upgraded and moved inside the MWSF. 
· Sampling activities will not be needed for clean closure of the MWSF as long as the

PSNS & IMF operating record demonstrates that no spills have occurred in the MWSF
and that PSNS & IMF have maintained the MWSF floor coating throughout the
operating life of the facility. 

· Waste streams are identified through generator process knowledge instead of
sampling. 

· PSNS will use surrogate sampling to confirm the designation of waste streams when 
necessary. 

Public Hearing 

A public hearing is not scheduled, but if there is enough interest, we will consider
holding one.  To request a hearing or for more information, contact: 

Daina McFadden 
Hanford@ecy.wa.gov 
509-372-7950 
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From: Info on Ecology"s decisions for US Ecology, PermaFix, Areva & Bremerton Naval Sh on behalf of McFadden, 
Daina (ECY) 

To: ECY-COMMERCIAL-MIXED-RAD-WASTE@LISTSERV.ECOLOGY.WA.GOV 
Subject: PSNS public comment period starts today! 
Date: Monday, August 16, 2021 9:07:05 AM 

Puget Sound Naval Shipyard and Intermediate Maintenance Facility 
Draft Permit Renewal public comment period notification 

The Washington State Department of Ecology is providing notification of a 45-
day public comment period starting Aug. 16 – Sept. 30, 2021.  We invite the 
public to comment on the draft Puget Sound Naval Shipyard and Intermediate 
Maintenance Facility’s (PSNS & IMF’s) Mixed Waste Storage Facility (MWSF) 
Dangerous Waste permit renewal. The Permittees are the United States 
Department of the Navy (Owner) and the PSNS & IMF (Operator).  The PSNS & 
IMF is located in Bremerton, Washington. 

What changes are being proposed? 

The MWSF has been in operation since 1996.  It stores containers of 
radiologically contaminated dangerous waste (mixed waste).  It is designed for 
storage of mixed wastes for greater than 90 days. 

The MWSF stores containers of waste generated from work on nuclear-
powered naval vessels and radiological work performed inside the PSNS & IMF 
boundary.  The MWSF also stores waste generated by PSNS & IMF personnel at 
offsite facilities owned by the US Navy. 

How to comment 

Ecology invites you to review and comment on this proposed PSNS & IMF 
permit modification. The proposed modification is online at the Nuclear Waste 
Program’s public comment page. Copies of the proposed modification are also 
located at: 

Downtown Bremerton 
Kitsap Regional Library 

612 5th St. 
Bremerton, WA 98337 
360-377-3955 
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Please submit comments by Sept. 30, 2021.  Electronic submission (preferred): 

PSNS & IMF draft permit renewal 

Mail or hand-deliver to: 

Daina McFadden 
3100 Port of Benton Blvd 
Richland WA 99354 
Fax 509-372-7971 

Public hearing 

A public hearing is not scheduled, but if there is enough interest, we will 
consider holding one.  To request a hearing or for more information, contact: 

Daina McFadden 
Hanford@ecy.wa.gov 
509-372-7950 
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